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Iraqis now reckon with the high cost of defeating ISIS
The Arab Weekly staff
London

I

raqis are gradually learning
the full costs of defeating the
Islamic State (ISIS), whether
material or incurred on human lives, as the dust of war
settles.
Baghdad declared victory over
ISIS last month after Iraqi forces
regained large areas of the country from ISIS. It had seized the territory in 2014.
More than half of Iraqis displaced by conflict have returned
to their homes but nearly onethird of them are reported to have
found their houses had been significantly damaged or destroyed,
the UN migration agency said.
At the end of December, more
than 3.2 million displaced Iraqis
had gone home and 2.6 million
were yet to return, the International Organisation for Migration
(IOM) said.
“The retaking of areas by the
Iraqi forces is significant, as is the
improvement of security,” said
IOM communications officer Sandra Black. About 60% went back
to housing that was moderately
damaged.
Other infrastructure has also
been drastically affected and residents in some areas have no water
or power supplies.
More than 1 million Iraqis returned home to the Sunni-majority western province of Anbar,
from which Iraqi forces expelled
the last ISIS militants late last
year.
More than one-third of those
internally displaced are in the
northern province of Nineveh after tens of thousands fled Mosul
during the months-long military
campaign to retake it.
Not all areas cleared from ISIS
are free from attacks. ISIS militants killed 45 people near the
Iraqi town of Hawija in the nearly
three months since the government declared it had been liberated.
The price of liberation in areas
that were under ISIS control appears to be much higher than initially thought. Estimates suggest
as many as 11,000 people were
killed in Mosul, a civilian casualty
rate nearly ten times higher than
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As more donors are
recruited into
reconstruction
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to claw back the
power it has lost
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In limbo. An Iraqi boy carries a little girl on his back in the Old City of Mosul. 						
previously reported.
The number killed in the
9-month battle to liberate the
city from ISIS has not been acknowledged by the US-led coalition, the Iraqi government or the
self-styled caliphate but Mosul’s
gravediggers, its morgue workers
and the volunteers who retrieve
bodies from the city’s rubble are
keeping count.
Iraqi or coalition forces are responsible for at least 3,200 civilian deaths from air strikes, artillery fire or mortar rounds from
October 2016 and the fall of ISIS in
July 2017, said an Associated Press
(AP) investigation that cross-referenced independent databases
from non-governmental organisations.
The AP analysed information
from Amnesty International, Iraq

Body Count, Airwars database
and a UN report. The AP also obtained a list of 9,606 people killed
during the operation from Mosul’s
morgue. Hundreds of dead civilians are believed to be buried in
the rubble.

The price of liberation
in areas that were
under ISIS control
appears to be much
higher than initially
thought.
Most of those victims were
simply described as “crushed” in
health ministry reports.
The coalition, which said it
lacks resources to send investigators into Mosul, acknowledges responsibility for 326 deaths.

Approximately one-third of
the casualties died in bombardments by the US-led coalition or
Iraqi forces, the AP analysis said.
Another third of the dead were
killed in ISIS’s final frenzy of violence. It could not be determined
which side was responsible for
the deaths of the remainder, who
were cowering in neighbourhoods
battered by air strikes, ISIS explosives and mortar rounds from all
sides.
Since Mosul was declared liberated in July, residents have
submitted more than 3,000 missing-persons reports to Nineveh’s
provincial council. Most of them
are for men or teenage boys. Some
were arrested by ISIS during the
group’s rule; others were detained
by Iraqi forces on suspicion of extremist ties.

(AFP)

Iraqi government bureaucracy,
inefficiency and neglect have left
thousands of families across Iraq
in limbo as the country’s leadership celebrates the defeat of ISIS.
Some 20,000 people are being
held at detention centres across
Iraq on suspicion of ties to ISIS, a
recent report from Human Rights
Watch stated.
Iraqi government estimates
$100 billion is needed nationwide
to rebuild cities and towns damaged during more than three years
of war against ISIS.
Leaders in Mosul, the biggest
city held by ISIS, said that amount
is needed to rehabilitate their city
alone. So far, however, no one is
offering to foot the bill.
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies.

Iraqi government skimps on reconstruction preparations

I

raqi Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi has declared “total
victory” over the Islamic
State (ISIS). While the rebirth
of a copycat movement boils
beneath Iraq’s north-western
soil, the resurrection of Mosul and
its sister towns and cities — where
wreckage is the only feature of
life — becomes the most radical reconstruction project Iraq has ever
undertaken.
Initial estimates indicate costs
may exceed $150 billion for this
colossal task, which only 2% of
Iraq’s 2018 federal budget has been
allocated for.
Among the wreckage that covers liberated cities, not even the
remnants of once-whole sewer systems, electric grids, hospitals and
homes are recognisable. Amenities
and services are in short supply for
inhabitants growing increasingly
desperate. Some have trickled back
but “the situation remains dire,”
said Nicholas Papachrysostomou,
who heads Doctors without Borders’ mission in Iraq.
Abadi has showered praise on
the United Nations for its assistance, without commenting on
how such dependency can hurt
more than help the country.
At the Mediterranean Dialogues
November 30-December 2 in Rome,
Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim
al-Jaafari described the task as a
responsibility the “world owes us.”

He called on the international community to spearhead a project like
the Marshall Plan that propelled
the United States into Europe after
the second world war, disguised,
however, to misappropriate what
Henry Luce said 77 years ago: “an
empire by invitation.”
Jaafari’s remarks echo the government’s endeavour to mobilise
stakeholders and donor countries
to settle the unfinished business
of liberation, which is expected
to cost six times more than was
needed to rebuild Beirut after
15 years of war. By outsourcing
reconstruction costs, Iraq’s government accepts the oppression that
reconstruction invites, in the form
of strangulating restrictions and
limitations imposed on society.
In a curious yet expected turn,
US President Donald Trump promised to axe aid funding. The move
was retribution against Baghdad
for solidifying its alliance with US
foe Tehran but the justification
sanctioned for public use was that
US taxpayers were burdened by
costs that have grown too heavy to
shoulder.
The US Agency for International
Development overturned those
threats and promised to funnel aid
money into war-devastated areas.
The Iraqi elections next year will
allow Washington to determine its
position based on the man elected
to rule Iraq after Abadi.

The 10-year reconstruction plan
will be monitored by the government-affiliated reconstruction
fund formed in 2015. Its mandate
is to coordinate “between the international organisations and Iraqi
ministries.”
Less clear is where funds and
resources come from to make this
mammoth task possible. Looking
at the fund’s official website, users
are greeted with warm optimism
— “the sun shines again” — but the
reality is that winter is knocking
and residents returning to areas
ravaged by fierce counterterrorist
operations have yet to see even
their most basic needs met. It
seems that the policy objectives of
the state and the everyday needs of
the people are worlds apart.
Among Iraq’s active donors,
Germany has assumed the mantle
of reconstruction leadership.
German Foreign Affairs Minister
Sigmar Gabriel has stated that since
2014 Iraq has received more than
$1.2 billion for reconstruction. In
partnership with the International
Organisation for Migration (IOM),
Germany will inject another $8.3
million for communities across
Mosul, Falluja and Ramadi. An
agreement between Germany and
the United Nations’ development
programme was signed in August
“to support civic and communitybased reconciliation.”
Opting out of the effort is the

leading partner in the fight against
ISIS and Iraq’s closest ally — Iran.
While Tehran happily funds Iraqi
militiamen financially and logistically, Tehran’s religious elite (Iraq’s
natural allies as lobbyists contend)
have proven less devoted to restoring war-devastated cities.
What concerns Iran more is the
distribution of “black gold” after
it helped Iraqi security forces
(ISF) and allied militias to secure
Kirkuk’s oilfields. Five weeks
later, an oil swap deal was struck
in which oil from Iraq’s northern
ports would be exchanged for
“oil of the same characteristics”
and quantity from Kermanshah.
The deal is the beginning of efforts to build a pipeline between
both countries that could replace
Iraq’s largest crude oil export line
(Turkey-Kirkuk).
Kuwait is also cashing in and will
be hosting an international conference to bring together countries
that can bear the fruits needed to
rebuild the country.
As more donors are recruited
into reconstruction efforts, the
greater leverage the United States
has to claw back the power it has
lost in Iraq.
Iraq’s leadership has either
fallen short of understanding the
risks of post-conflict building or
is helpless in the face of a budget
deficit that has swollen to
$26 billion.

